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A B S T R A C T

In the last few years, exciting developments have

taken place in the study of gient resonances (GR). in

addition to the already well known giant dipole resonance

(GDR), the presence of atleast two more new GR, viz. giant

quadrupole resonance (GQR) and giant monopole resonance (GMR)

has been experimentally established. The systemetics covering

theBe GR is found to be consistent with the theoretical expe-

ctation. Though the existence of higher multipoles has been

predicted by theory, so far only some of these have been

found to be excited experimentally. Various probe particles •

electrons, protons (polarized and unpolarizpd), lif»ht- and

heavy ions end pions- at different bombarding energies have

been used to excite the GR region, primarily through the in-

elastic scattering process. Detailed experiments, looking at

the decay modes of GR region, have also been performed.

These studies have contributed significantly to a better

understanding of the phenomenon of nuclear collective excita-

tion. In this report, the current status of 1GR' research la

reviewed.
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INTRODUCTION

In the laat few years exciting developments have taken

place in the study of giant resonances (GR) ~4'. in addition to

the already well known giant dipole resonance (GDR), the presence

of atleast two more new GR, the giant quadrupole resonance (GQR)

and the giant monopole resonance (GItIB) has been experimentally

established. The systematics covering these GR is found to be

consistent with the theoretical expectations. In fact, with the

advent of accelerators having beams of higher and variable energy
j

and with improvements in detection techniques, a grand revival of

GR research has taken Elace.

Historically, the GDR was the first to be discovered in

photonuclear measurements, in the late forties. It was followed

by considerable activity tainly consisting of photonuclear ani

capture measurements. It took almost 25 years before a new GR

viz. GOB5' was experimentally established through inelastic sca-

ttering technique. More recently the GMR has also been discovere4

and there has been growing interest in this field of GR. In the

present work, the current status of GR research will be reviewed.
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GIANT RESONANCES: BASICS

A typical proton energy spectrum from a (p,p*)

reaction is shown in fig.1. On the high energy end of Ep

one can see the fsmiliBr low lying discrete states of the

target. These are generally well understood by direct

reaction mechanism. On the low energy side the prominent

evaporation peak which is well explained in terms of a

compound nucleus statistical model is seen. The intermediate

energy region apparently looks to be.featureless but for a

broad bump around 10 to 20 MeV excitation. The following diB-

cussion will be pertaining to this region of excitation where

the GRs are strongly excited.

G-Rs are considered to be highly collective modes of

nuclear excitation in which an appreciable fraction of the nu-

cleons of a nucleus move together. The motion is so collective

that it is appropriate to think of these modes of excitation,

according to the hydrodynamic model, as the oscillations of a

liquid drop. In fig.2 some of these modes of oscillation are

described. The inonopole ( L = 0 ) is a spherically

symmetric oscillation or compression of the nucleus.

The dipole (L« 1) node is due to the oacilletioa of p and n

in bulk against each other. An oscillation of a spherical

nucleus to oblate and then to prolate shape represents the

quadrupole mode. As the nuclear fluid ha» n,p, spin up (f)

and spin down (4) components, one can think of several
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combinations of these for eeoh oultipolarity,L• Modes in

which p and n oscillate in phase are isoscalar in character

(T= 0) and the ones in which they oscillate out of phase are

called isoveetor modes (T» 1). Similarly, t and 4- nucleons

oscillating in phase yield S » 0 nodes while the so called

spin flip modes (S= 1) are produced by t" and ^ nucleons

oscillating out of phase. The S • 0 oscillations are the

eleotric modes while the 5 « 1 oscillations are the magnetic

•odes. The present report will deal primarily with the curre-

nt status of the giant electric modes of excitation.

According to the shell model.picture, the GR are con- .

sidered to be coherent 1p-1h excitations. Considering the

shell model states of a hypothetical nucleus (fig.3), the

major shells are separated by 1 W or 4f A~ 3 KeV. OR are

supposed to result from transitions of nucleons from one

major shell to another, under the influence of an interaction

that orders these transitions into a coherent motion. The

GDR is supposed to be a 1*u> txoitation but it occurs around

E x cs. 78 A"
1'3 MeV. This increase in E x ralue from that

expeoted is explained as arising from spin-isospin parts of

effeetire H-H interaction, whioh is found to push u p S " 1 or

T * 1 states and aov* down 5 »T» 0 states from the expe-

cted energy. The GMR is a 2 W exoitation and it occurs

around * 80 A MeV. The quadrupole oan be either
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(within a shell and responsible for low-lying 2 states)

or 2 W - (GQIt) excitation. The GQR is found at B xa64 A

MeV. Similarly one can have '^"^(Low Energy Octupole

Resonance-LEOR) and 3tiw ( High Energy Octupole Resonance-

HEOR) excitations for the L= 3 octupole mode.

As several giant nodes are predicted to be excited

around the same region of excitation and also as they occur

at Ex above particle emission threshold, to make the GRs

fairly wide, the GR region is complicated and one has to do

considerable unfolding of these overlapping modes to select

out the multipole of interest. Prom the foregoing discussions

it is very clear that the experimental problem in studying

these giant modes will be very challenging. It is conceivable

/.that by performing.appropriate experiments, selective excita-

tion or enhancement of a particular mode could be achieved.

Photonuclear reactions (and their inverse) have been success-

fully used to populate and study the GSR. Inelastic scatte-

ring technique involving ieoscalar projectiles like alphas,

has been used to selectively excite T • 0 mode. The inela-

stic scattering of electrons has the advantage that the ele-

ctrons has the advantage that the electron-nucleus interaction

is known thus simplifying interpretation of the data. But

as it excites both the isoscalar and isovoctor modes equally

strongly, it leads to a rather messy energy spectra and
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extraction of strengths of various multipoles excited

is quite involved. Proton inelastic scattering is another

useful technique for studying the (JR. In this case the

isovector modes are supposed to be excited weakly as com-

pared to isoscalsr modes as the isovector part of the

interaction potential is considerably smeller than the iso-

scalar part. Charge exchange reactions like (p,n), (%e,t)

generally favoured to populate the isovector nodes.

All these features come out clearly and quite natu-

rally if one considers the effective interaction between a

nucleon in the projectile and one is the target nucleus. This

interaction is both spin and isospin dependent and phenomeno-

logical in nature. The central part of the interpction may be

written as:

V 0 0 (r»j) + V,o ( -•)) *< *J +
 vo, <T0> «i -«

The four nodes for each multipolarity arise from a term in the

effective interaction. For example, the low-lying 2 and 3"

stfites as well as GQR are populated via T.SsO term;

the CTVR and isobsric analogue stste ( IAS ) are

examples of excitations fron the isospin term,T= 1 S« 0.

Spin-flip transitions occur due T »= o S« 1 part of the

interaction. H1 and Gamow-Teller transitions are due spin-

isospin part ( T « 1 S * 1) of the-interaction. Thus it ia

clear by a proper selection of the projectile and reaction
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type it is possible to study various aspects of the compli-

cated GR spectra and effective N-N interaction.

One way of representing the collective nature of

these GR is by defining fin rpproprinte euro rule. An energy

weighted sum rule (EV/SR) is commonly used in estimating the

transition strengths of various modes of excitation. In the

inelastic scattering technique which hes turned out to be

most popular method to excite the GR, the experimental ff~(9)

are normalised to the theoretical estimates of the same and

the resultant normalisation constant is related to the sum

rule strength. Collective model inelastic scattering calcu-

lations (DWBA) - both microscopic pxd macroscopic- ere per-

formed to be compared with the experimental data and the

values (deformation parameter) obtained from normalisation

reveal the collective nature of the (JR modes. The relation

between the experimental and theoretical O~C&) which will

lead to 100$ £WSH is given as follows:

. Relation Form factor used
L {tor 100# EWSR) (in collective

model calculation

0 (f_ = ±JL .£__ 5~x <r Su -> 30 *
3A imEn R the dr

Oea.p - &-- Jo— ,— <£. U

HI&.HER
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Details of theae calculations are given in Ref.6.

'Vith this background of GR, the discussion will

proceed to the more specific details of the various GR

modes excited.

GIANT DIP0L3 RStfOKANCE (GDR)

The best known OR is the GDR. In fig.4, the

excitation function for photonuclear reaction is shown and

the strong excitation of SDR is clearly seen. As E1 excita-

tion is several times stronger than E2 mode, one normally

finds the photonuclear data dominated by GDR excitation. The

bulk of our present knowledge about the GDR and its properties

are obtained from the photo-absorption process using monoener-

getic photons. The characteristics of the GDR are shown in

fig.5. More details on this subject can be found from Ref.7.

GIANT QUADRUPOLE RESONANCE (G<JR)

The most studied of the non-dipole resonances is the
2 3 8 Q̂(JQR »-r»°»?'# From a systematic study this collective mode has

been found to be excited in nuclei ranging fron *N to T!h.

In fig.6, alpha spectra fro» (&,<*•) reaction on Sn are

shown. One finds besides the low lying states, the -strong

excitation of alCleast two GR bumps above the continuum. The

lower exoitation bump is supposedly the low energy octupol*

resonance (LEOR). The higher energy bump is now considered
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to be consisting of the GMR and the GQR. The procedure

procedure popularly followed in the analysis of GR is to

shape fit the GR bump as consisting of two gaussians on

top of a smooth underlying continuum background. This

way tte C(&) for GOB and GMR regions have been obtained.

As can be seen from fig.7, the angular distribution for

the GQR region follows a L = 2 pattern, justifying the

procedure described above. It should be pointed out that

the main problem in getting proper <T(&) values lies in

the correct estimation of the underlying background conti-

nuum. As no theory at present is capable of reproducing

quantitatively this underlying continuum, it is customary

to take a suitable shepe and magnitude for the continuum

with the added assumption that the GR peak cross section

ddes not mix with the underlying continuum and the peak is

stripped off ot the continuum by extrapolating the magni-

tude and shape from higher excitation energies. Even

though there is no complete justification for several of

the methods followed in GR analysis and unfolding of GR

the fact remains that the results obtained are in general

reasonable and meaningful.

The GQR as mentioned earlier are excited in many

nuclei (fig.8). Their strength distribution is such that

they appear to be fragmented in light nuclei and concen-

trated is medium and heavy nuclei. This aspect of GQR ia
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brought out nicely in fig.9. Several groups1(>t11|1Z' have

studied in detail the OR region for Jip.ht nuclei.

The spectra so far discussed are from (£,(*') reaction.

Another technique which is quite useful in not only establi-

shing the presence of OQR but also other multfpoles, is the

inelastic scattering of high energy polarised protons .

Combining the 0~($) and A(&) meaauremente for the OR

region It has been possible to estimate the strengths of

the various multipoles excited. Results of the analysis

for the OQR region exolted in (*/ •*' ) reaction are shown

in fig.10* This work clearly establishes the presenoe of

L= 2. mode and also gives evidenoe for L»V mode In

the same region of excitation. The salient features of

GQR are shown in fig.11. The average exoitation energy

of OQR tallies very well with the theoretical estimation14*.

It is found, for light nuclei 3O-5OJ* of U Z strength

is exhausted in this high lying GQR region and about 20-

30jt in the low lying 2* states ( Otiur ). However,

to- nuclei having A Z 100, essentially 100 +% of the

EWSR is found to be depleted in the GQR region.

So far, the discussion has been about the iso-

scalar OQR. Isovector OQR (L=a Sso Ta I ) la predicted

to be exeited around B^ ~ 130 A" * MeV. Most of ths

data for this mode of excitation have come from (e,ef)
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and capture reactions and -he systematics •*' for this

mode are shown in fig.12. One observes that essentially

all the strength lies in the isovector GQR region and

there is no apparent change in #EWSR strength going from

heavier to lighter nuclei.

GIANT MCNOPOLE RFSONANCE (GMR)

The GR which has generated the most interest is

the GMR. Observation of monopole or compressional mode

of nuclear excitation is of special significance because

knowledge of its excitation energy provides direct infor-

mation on the nuclear compressibility. The GMR excitation

energy E is related to the eompreseIbility (K*) of a

finite nucleus a s 1 6 ' 1 "

where Yo= radius parameter ani. «n = nucleon mass. The

incompressibility of e finite nucleus ( K/v) differs fron

that of nuclear matter by surfacet Coulomb and symmetry
2)effects. The relation is '

KA = knryu + Ksuv A V \ K , ^ ( J ^ » J% KCoo

The coefficients in the above equation can be viewed as

second derivatives with respect to V of corresponding

coefficients in the mass equation. However, the deri-

vatives of the coefficients in the mass equation can

not be evaluated with sufficient accuracy to obtain
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meaningful estimates of KSyv. , Ks-^«. and

they may, however, be obtained from experimental

values of K A .

With the discovery of GQR through inelastic

scattering, in the early seventies, there was intense

study of GR region with a number of probes. However,

there was not much evidence for the excitation of GMR

from these studies. There were a few instances ' 9»

where presence of GMR was suggested though in a somewhat

indirect manner. Unambiguous identification of GMR came

from the small angle measurements of inelastic scattering

of alpha21)2lfnd helium-322^ particles. In fig.13 the

(0(,<x) spectra measured at forward angles are shown.

The shape, noticably the width of GR bump changes in

going from B s. 0* to 6°. This clearly indicates the

presence of more than one L in this region. Follo-

wing the procedure of fitting with two Gaueaiens, one

for GMR and the other for GrQR, one ends up with angular

distributions which are characteristic of L-O and L-2.

excitation. The dip around 8 = 4 * for L«O distribution

is significant. The inportance of forward angle data in

establishing the GMR excitation could be appreciated if

one considers the angular distribution data backward

of say, 0s 6*. It can be ae*n fron fig.13 that both L = O
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and L : 2 distributions ore very similar and it is

almost impossible to separate the two from angular

distribution data alone. This type of uncertainty

was theve in the earlier measurements which did not

extend to extreme forward angles. Similar results

obtained from (He, He ) reaction ' are shown in fig.14.

Once again one finds the dip around & = 4° for L=O dis-

tribution and a rise for L « 2 distribution which clearly

distinguishes between these two multipoles. Recently, from

a reanalysis of (p,pf) data with the proper estimation

of GDR strength it has been possible to deduce considerable

GMR strength. The (p,p*) spectra obtained for several

targets are shown in fig.15. It should be mentioned that

the GMR strength estimated from this study is strongly

dependent on the calculated contribution due to the GDR.

Willis et al p have performed small angle (d,d) experi-

ments, again to determine the GMR strengths. In carrying

out small angle (p,p') and (d,d) experiments, one should

26)
be aware of the strong excitation of GDR ' due to Coulomb

excitation process and hence should be cautious in analy-

sing the data to estimate the GMR strength. Projectile

energy dependencei(GQR and GMS cross section has been su-

ccessfully utilised to identify the GMR strength by Marsch

27)
and collaborators . From the large body of experimental
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date, the systematies of GMR1»2»28' da ehown in fig.16 haa

been obtained. It appears that the presence of considerable

GMR strength la well established for mediua and heavy nuclei

The GMJJ picture for A£50 is still not very clear.

The present data on GMR yield a value of s. 200 MeV

for the incoopressibillty of nuclear natter Knm.. This

value is in agreement with several microscopic calculations

as discussed by Blaizot .

GIAHT OCTUPOIE RESONANCE (GOR)

From the shell model picture of GR, it is evident

there can be two classes of octupole resonances possible vis*

I Kw and 3 "few excitations. The fomer one has been
on)

identified " through inelastio scattering of alpha particles.

In fig.17 the spectra olearly reveal the presenoe of a bump
-Vi

at £„ around 32 A MeV. This is close to the energy

expected for the low energy octupole resonance (LEOR,

and the angular distribution is characteristic of L * 3 ,

The LBOR exhausts about 30-40^ of EWSR. It is found that the

LEOR bump is absent for some nuclei for exaaple in, Ca ani
8Pb. Fart of the explanation cones froa the fact in thsse

cases most of the LEOR strength goea to lower lying 3*" states

and this in turn leads to the weakening of LBOR buap.

More recently high energy (p,p) experiments50' have

located the 3 W excitation vis* high energy octupole
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resonance (HEOR) at an Ex ̂ 110 A 3MeV. The HBOR appears

as a weak broad bump (fig.18) and seems to follow again

a L= 3 angular distribution. It is very clear the results

of these experiments are strongly dependent on the way the

background continuum is estimated and subtracted. This in

turn will lead to larger uncertainties in EWSR estimates.

The present results in general suggest that GOR has been

located.

HISHER MULTIPOLES

So far there has been no direct evidence for excita-

tion of L= 4 (l».fiw) giant resonance. However, as the 2.*>t*r

component of L = 4 SR is expected to occur around the same

excitation energy of GQR, several experiments5 ' have

indicated the possible presence of L- 4 strength around

the GQR. In these experiments, it was found that the inclu-

sion of L* 4 strength in addition to t-• 2 excitation impro-

ved the fits to the angular distribution data. Recent (p,p)

experiments '* ' have found L= 4 strength not only around

GQR region of excitation but also near GMR+GDR region, there-

by indicating perhaps the hexadecapole strength is distributed

and thiB GR is fairly broad and fragmented. Again, the iden-

tification of L= 4 strength is sensitive to the continuum

estimation and hence the location of L» 4 and high multipole

strengths present a considerable experimental challenge.
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NEff PuQBES FOR STUDY OP GR

From the foregoing discussions it is apparent that

the main problem in estimating the GR strengths lies in the

proper estimation of the continuum background. The conti-

nuum is supposed to arise from 1) collective excitation of

various multipoles 2) quasi free scattering and knock out

process 3) preequilibrium end multistep process 4) breakup-

pick up contributions in the case of composite particles.

When comparing the GR region excited in inelastic scattering

of various projectiles, (fig.19) one observes that the

underlying continuum is practically flat for p and CL ; for

He and d it is becoming steeper decreasing towards the low

energy end of spectra. For projectiles more massive than OL

the continuum drops off very rapidly as the energy of exci-

tation increases. However, it appears that just near the

GQR, the" ratio of GR peak to the background continuum 1B

nearly the same for all the projectiles. It look like

that the use of heavy ions (HI) for studying the GR region

has certain experimental adventages. Notably in the HI

inelastic scattering, the spectra will be free from quasi

free and preequilibrium contributions, through thence couli

be problems due to break up-pick up process. Further it 1*

expected *' that high energy HI (A£20) will be useful for

exciting higher multipoles. In fig.20 we have the speotra
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i?r the GR region excited from inelastic scattering of

Li, C, N and 0. A prominent GR bump appears in all the

epectra. This field of investigation is still in its a

infancy and HI inelastic scattering appears to have a

bright future in the study of GR, Pion inelastic scatte-

ring 7* is also considered as a suitable probe for exciting

the GR. Pion inelastic scattering is expected to favour

S = 1 transitions as compared to S = O excitations.

Further the pion inelastic scattering angular (iistributions

for L* 0 and L * 2 multipoles show significant differences

even at angles more than 20; and this is an encouraging

feature as cne will avoid problems normally associated with

small angle scattering which is a technique used, to sepa-

rate L B 0 and L < 2 in the case of other projectiles.

Charge exchange multipolei reactions like (p,n), ( He,t)

have be.en recently employed to populate G-amow-Teller (J=1

T=1) magnetic modes. There is still a lot of work to be

done in the case of magnetic modes of GR.

Another useful technique which is gaining importance

in the GR study, is the measurement of the decay branches of

the GR5'* '. Thesa measurements can give insight into the

microscopic properties of the GR. It could reveal to what

extent the 1p-1h collective states mii« with more compli-

cated states. Further this method of studying the GR can
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offer the experimental advantage of measuring the GR

strength more accurately with less interference fro»

background continuum. It is also possible to enhance

the presence of weak 0 strength in the presence of

strong 2+ excitations by this technique. This technique

needs to be exploited.

42)
Theoretics! calculations by Broglia et al ' indicate

that the GR plays a central role in the energy damping

observed in deep inelastic reactions. The theoretical aspects

of GR are dealt with in great detail in Ref.43. It is clear

that knowledge of GR will lead to a better understanding of

the various aspects of the atomic nucleus.

CONCLUSION

From the above discussions, it is clear the research

on GR has progressed a great deal in the last few years.

The general features of the SMR and the GQR (besides the GSR)

are all reasonably established. There are compelling evi-

dence to believe the existence of higher multipoles as well.

The general features of the GR can be summarised as followst

a) GR are general properties of nuclei b) Excitation energy

of GR varies smoothly with A. e.g. for the GDR the B „ is

-'/? -Vs
2 78 A MeV, for GQR it is * 64 A MeV and for GMR *

-V3
80 A MeV and so on. c) GR exhausts appreciable fraotioa
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of an appropriate sun rule i.e. they are highly collective,

d) GR strength is generally localised in K x .

There are a s+ill few open problems and unanswered

questions. Apparent missing of some L» 2 strength In a

few light nuclei; Absence of LBQR in some nuclei, GMR

strength in light nuclei. Reliable determination of higher

multipole strengths; Quantitatire estimation

of continuum background; Better micro and macto-

scopic DWBA calculations; Need for detailed RPA calculations

Magnetic modes of GR.

To conclude, one finds that apparently featureless and

uninteresting continuum region of excitation has turned out to

be very challenging and "rich" ia substance, and one can hope

to see more of GR in the years to come.
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FIGURE CAPTION

Flg.1. Proton spectrum at 27* front ^KetpjP1) reaction for

E p i 62 MeV (Ref.1)

Fig.2. Modes of oscillation of a nucleus

Fig.3. Shell model representation of eleotric multipole

transitions

Fig.4. Giant dipole resonance excited in Hi, 9 Zr and

Sn targets through (8,n) reaction (lef.7)

Pig.5. Systematics of GDR (Hef.7)

Fig.6. Alpha spectra at 12*, 13* from Sn(CK,<X) reaction

using 152 MeV incident alpha particle. The location

of LEOR, GQR, GMR and continuum background is as

indicated. (Ref.1,8)

Pig.7. Angular distribution for the GQR peak (Ref.8)

Fig.8. GQR excitation in various nuclei through (W,tf) reaction

(Ref.9)

Fig.9. The spectra in the GR region after background subtra-

ction are shown for 90Zr, 40Ca, 28Si, 27A1 and 2*Mg

(Ref.10)

Pig. 10. Angular distribution for <r(b) end A(&) for the

GQR region excited in 928r, 120S« and 208Pb through

Inelastic scattering of ~ 104 MeV polarised protons.

Pig.11. Salient features of GQR (Ref.1 end 3)
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Pig.12. Syetematios of iaovector quadrupole reeonanoe (Ref.4, 15)

Fig.13. Alpha spectra for OR region fro* Sn (Of,0L) reaotion.

The decomposition of OH bump into GHR and OQB and the

resultant angular distribution* are shown (Ref.23)

Fig.14. Small angle 5He spectra. Angular distributions for OUR

and GQR are shown (Ref.22)

Fig.15. OR spectra from (p,p*) reaction. Two gaueslan fits to

OR region are abown (Ref.24)

Fig.16. Salient features of OMR (Ref.1,2,28)

Fig.17. I<20R excited through (<*,<*') reaetloa. IK)R appears

as a bump around B^ ~ 32 A Met (Ref. 29)

Fig.18. (p,p') speotra rerealimg the presenoe of HJOR at

E x at 110 A" * HeV (Ref.30)

Fig.19. Inelastio proton, deuteron, 'He, OL particle, ^Li and

C scattering speotra on 58K1 (lef.33)

Fig. 20/ Hea-vy ions to probe the OR region (Ref.35,36,37,38)
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